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2 Guest Editors

William Wegman
King of canine conceptualism
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Design
STUDIO FORMAFANTASMA'S
LATEST COLLECTION FOR
GALLERIA 0 INCLUDES THIS
'DELTA VII' SIDE TABLE IN
TRAVERTINE, MALACHITE
AND SCORCHED BRASS

Empire line
For Studio Formafantasma's new designs, all roads lead to Rome
PHOTOGRAPHY: BEPPE BRANCATO WRITER: JJ MARTIN

When it came to designing a new collection for Rome's
Galleria 0, Andrea Trimarchi and Simone Farresin
returned to their native Italy as wide-eyed sightseers.
'We visited literally every archeological site and
museum in Rome,' laughs the 35-year-old, Veneto-born
Farresin, who is one half of the Netherlands-based
duo known as Studio Formafantasma. 'We rented
bikes and did exactly what the tourists do.'
While most tourists might return home with
a couple of selfies after a few days of site-bingeing at
the Forum, the Coliseum and everything in-berween,
Trimarchi and Farresin came back to their studio in
Amsterdam armed with a 20-piece design collection,
including coffee tables, a bookshelf, a cabinet, bowls,
tabletop objects and lamps that were inspired by
Rome and produced by the city's specialised artisans.

The duo, who first met at the Istituto Superiore per
le Industrie Artistiche in Florence and later attended
the prestigious Design Academy Eindhoven together,
likened the Rome project to a 'student semester abroad'
and see it as a return to their Italian roots. 'When
you grow up in Italy, you're surrounded by all these
museums,' says 32-year-old Trimarchi, who hails from
Sicily. 'But you're bored by it and don't realise its value.
So we had the opportuniry to rediscover our past.'
Commissioned by Galleria O's Roberto Giustini and
Emanuela Nobile Mino, and curated by the MAXXI
museum's Domitilla Dardi, the Delta collection is the
latest installment ofPrivato Romano Interno, a
Galleria 0 initiative that invites international creatives
to design objects linked with Rome that are then
produced by the ciry's craftsmen. The initiative»
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debuted with the Campana Brothers' Brazilian Baroque
collection in 20n. Konstantin Grcic was tapped
next and has been toiling for the last three years on
a cement installation in a deserted garage in Rome,
set to debut later this autumn. In the meantime,
the Formafantasma boys came down to Rome and
got their collection up and running in a year.
'We've been following Andrea and Simone since
2012, when we first saw their [Craftica] project with
Fendi at Design Miami/Basel; says Nobile Mino, curator
of Privata Romano Interno. 'We were very interested
in their research. They are very focused on materials
and a high level of artisan work.'
Trimarchi and Farresin are indeed maniacs for
materials and the very specific choice of medium is a
laborious process that normally presents a jumping-off
point for an entire collection. Once they settle on a
material, the designers spend months tinkering and
experimenting with it, until its conventional form and
function have been erased and recast. Such dissection
has resulted in a superb and unusual body of work,
including last year's De Natura Fossilium collection
(W*r82), in which volcanic rock from Mount Etna was
transformed into, among other things, coloured glass
on sleek tables and stools. In the past, the pair have
created vases from a biomaterial based on the bread
used in Sicilian religious festivals, and a collection
of vases and bowls made from polymers they developed
themselves using plant and animal derivatives.

Maniacs for materials, Trimarchi and
Farresin can spend months experimenting
with a chosen medium
ABOVE LEFT. THE TRAVERTINE
AND SILVER COMPONENTS
OF THE 'DELTA II' LAMP, ONE
OF STUDIO FORMAFANTASMA'S
FIRST LIGHTING DESIGNS,
READY TO BE ASSEMBLED
ABOVE RIGHT. DESIGNERS
ANDREA TR IMARCHI (LEFT)
AND SIMONE FARRES IN
WITH OTHER PIECES FROM
THE DELTA COLLECTION,
IN T HE WORKSHOP OF
TUTTOMARMO, THE ROMAN
MARBLE SPECIALIST THAT
HELPED PRODUCE THEM

The Rome project, however, presented a departure
from their typical working process. Here, they began
with the city itsel£ They became obsessed with the
glory of ancient imperial Rome and the sobriety of the
Fascist-era rationalist architecture that occurred 1,500
years later. 'We found amazing ceramics and jewellery
[from ancient Rome],' says Trimarchi. 'We couldn't
even imagine how skilled the Romans were or how
they produced these pieces 200 years before Christ!'
The Delta collection's small objects, including
vessels to pour oil and vinegar, seem pulled right from
the elegant banquet tables of an ancient Roman villa.
But the designers have given the handles knife-sharp
straight lines and produced them in delicate porcelain
in minimal black, white, grey and red (a notoriously
difficult shade to get right in porcelain), rather than
earthy terracotta. They also got rid of the rounded
bottoms ubiquitous on ancient upper-class earthenware
designs - they had servants to hold and pour them
- and made modern objects to stand alone.
The city's rationalist architecture, including
the magnificent Accademia di Scherma, designed »
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by Luigi Moretti in 1934, provided the cue for the
collection's rigorous lines and elegant simplicity, while
local craftsmen obliged in the production. 'They're
all small artisans who were working separately,' says
Trimarchi of the network they used. 'But now they're
all collaborating together and loving it. That's the great
part about our job - engaging with people, artisans
in general, and Italians in particular:
The designers largely employed materials endemic
to Rome. Bronze was used on spider-thin table legs;
malachite stone features as a huge lime-sized screw
on table frames; while travertine was used for the tops.
'Rome is basically covered in travertine,' explains
Farresin. 'A lot of people grow up hating it. But I think
it's beautiful - the fantastic light you find in Rome
is from the sun reflecting off its surface:
Travertine was also used for lighting design, a field
the designers embraced for the first rime. Composed
of a travertine disc with a silver slit and a matching
LED disk, one lamp looks like a lunar eclipse suspended
on wire cables. Another design, inspired by a Roman
helmet, recalls an abstract Brancu~i sculpture.
'It's the first collection that is really design-y,'
remarks Trimarchi, explaining that the duo focused
on controlling form and shape, rather than working
on the production process.
'Every designer has their realm,' adds Farresin.
'Patricia Urquiola is all about couches. We have always
been about tableware. We do like objects. We think
you need to design tools, things that last a long rime.
Bur we also like expanding a bir:
Delta by Srudio Formafantasma, available from late October
at Galleria 0, Rome,galleriao.net;formafantasma.com
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ABOVE. 'DELTA V III' COFFEE
TABLE IN TRAVERTIN E,
SCORCHED BRASS AND
MALACHITE, IN THE
TUTTOMARMO WORKSHOP
LEFT, THE PROJ.ECT ALSO
INCLUDES TABLEWARE.
SUCH AS THE 'DELTA I'
O IL AND V INEGAR PO URERS
IN UNGLAZED PORCELAIN

